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It’s Never 2 Late

Jewish Home Assisted Living Expansion Update

Carol Silver Elliott, President and CEO, Jewish Home Family

Lauren Levant, Executive Director, Jewish Home Assisted Living

Technology and older adults—not such a great
fit, right? Wrong! Not only are more and more
older adults becoming computer savvy as well
as computer literate, but there is also some
technology in the marketplace that is designed for
older adults — technology that can enhance their
lives and their abilities.
One of those innovative systems is called “It’s
Never 2 Late” or iN2L. It was developed in 1999
and designed to make it possible for an interested
person, regardless of physical or cognitive ability,
to use the computer easily and engagingly. The
system uses a picture-based, touch-screen interface which allows users to simply
“touch” their way to find engaging and educational, spiritual and personalized
content that is appropriate to their own level of ability.
The iN2L does more than just entertain. There are activities designed to stimulate
the mind, assist with physical rehabilitation, trigger memories, and so much
more. It can be used with large groups or
individuals in a variety of settings.
Email and webcam capabilities are
available as well to help individuals
connect with their families. There is
even the ability to set up a personal page
which can be used to share content with
family, and more.
The Jewish Home Family is thrilled to now have four brand new iN2L units.
One is at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh, one in the Gallen Adult Day Health
Care Center, a third at the Jewish Home Assisted Living, and the fourth in
Memory Lane at the Jewish Home Assisted Living. These units were the result
of a gift from the Josephine Sanders Designated Fund of the Jewish Federation
of Northern New Jersey. The Federation played a vital role in facilitating this
gift and we are so very grateful for their help and the generosity of the donor.
While the iN2L is far from being the only tool we use in our work with residents,
it is a great enhancement to our programming, to quality of life and engagement.
It’s a great way to
leverage technology
to the benefit of our
older adults and we
are delighted to be
able to offer it at the
Jewish Home Family.

On May 2, 2016, JHAL held a
groundbreaking ceremony for its
long-awaited expansion. The inner
community was abuzz with the
expectation of the new addition of a
3,000 square foot community room
that will be located near the main
dining room. Many have asked why
we are expanding.
This additional space will enable
the community to a wider variety
of programs that we have always
envisioned for our residents. As the
Assisted Living population has aged,
the need for more space has become
crucial to enable the residents to enjoy
many programs and performers.
Over the years we have been
limited to bringing certain types of
performances as we could only use
the patio or other outdoor locations.
With the new room, which is
expected to be completed in time for
Chanukah, we will now be able to
bring the residents different types of
programs throughout the year.

also be held in this new space which
we hope will encourage more family
members to join us.
As we all know, with construction…
comes some noise. The residents have
been great as we all anticipate the
benefits of this expansion. We have
been holding Town Hall meetings
regularly to keep everyone up to
speed with the progress. Recently,
windows were added to the main
dining room so everyone could see
the progress that is being made.
Stay tuned… We are anticipating our
official ribbon-cutting ceremony to
be held with our annual Chanukah
celebration!!

We have added a special component
to the new community room.
During the Jewish holidays, many
family members choose to celebrate
with loved ones at JHAL. The new
community room with allow us to
expand our dining room for a more
comfortable dining experience for all!
Our Shabbat and holiday services will

Yachad and Jewish Home Education Partnership
Sunni Herman, Executive Vice President, Jewish Home at Rockleigh
The Jewish Home at Rockleigh is proud to collaborate
with Yachad to create a Vocational Certification
Program for men and women seeking professions
in the dietary and housekeeping fields. The Jewish
Home successfully employs adults with challenges.
However, individuals with special needs often
have a difficult time obtaining employment due
to a lack of proper education and experience. After
undergoing this training and earning certification,
participants are expected to be better positioned
to gain employment either at the Jewish Home, by
other employers catering to older adults, or in the
hospitality industry. This certification will provide
the means for participants to have a competitive edge
when seeking paid employment.
Yachad/National Jewish Council for Disabilities is
a global organization dedicated to addressing the
needs of Jewish individuals with developmental
and/or physical disabilities and ensuring their
inclusion in every aspect of Jewish life. Giving back
to the community by teaching and involving those
with special needs is a gift with which the Jewish
Home has a long history. Often one can see Yachad
volunteers escorting residents to and from the

rehab gym, helping in the kitchen or assisting with
resident activities. Warm bonds have been formed
between the Yachad volunteers, residents and staff.
Providing a means for formalized education to enable
sustained employment is a natural progression in our
relationship with Yachad.
Jewish Federation of Northern New Jersey is funding
the creation and execution of this comprehensive
joint training program through its annual allocations
budget. The program will target adults with a variety
of special needs aged 20 through 55 who have
aged out of the educational system. Starting this
September, the Jewish Home will host three 12-week
certification sessions. Each of the sessions that Yachad
is creating will include a comprehensive customer
service curriculum as well as training on targeted
core competencies relating to housekeeping and
dietary services. These sessions can also be used for
future training of Jewish Home staff. Guest lecturers
from the Jewish Home’s management team as well as
residents will lead class discussions. There will be a
luncheon introduction and a graduation celebration
to mark the completion of each certification session.

Participants will work on life skills that help with job
performance such as coping skills, hygiene, social
skills and self awareness. Using a series of videos
developed at the Jewish Home titled “Our Words
Matter,” participants will learn the importance of
word nuances. Sensitivity for working with older
adults will be emphasized. Participants, as well as
the resident guest lecturers, will be empowered to see
themselves as individuals who can make a positive
difference in the lives of others.
It is the expectation that the use of job coaches will be
eliminated by participants of the program since, after
certification is obtained, participants will be capable
of conducting their jobs more independently, and be
able to call upon supervisors and co-workers on the
job.
If you know of someone who may be interested in
participating in this new exciting program, please
call Eve Yudelson, Director of Yachad’s Vocational
Program at 201-833-1349. After all, “teach a man to
fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”

Did You Know?

JEWISH HOME FAMILY:

New Projects Ahead
Carol Silver Elliott, President & CEO, Jewish Home Family

In 2015, charitable giving by individuals in the U.S.
increased by 3.8 percent, and 2.1% by bequests
(Giving USA, 2016).

Dear Friends,
It has been an exciting few months for the Jewish Home
Family! As you may know, we acquired some additional
land adjacent to the Rockleigh campus and we have spent a
number of months working hard on planning for the future of
both campuses and the use of this new property.
The process all began more than a year ago, before the
property availability was even a “twinkle in our eye.” We
contracted with a firm that does market research on senior housing, long-term
care and the like and had them conduct a full market research study of our area.
We wanted to know about demand and competition in all areas—from shortterm rehab to long-term care, assisted living, memory care, independent living
and more. Their research findings were very useful to us in understanding the
needs of our area, but became even more vital as we added this new property
and began to plan for its use.
Planning has been facilitated by professionals from Perkins Eastman, and done by
a committee comprised of board members representing the Jewish Home Family
and all of its affiliated entities as well as management staff. We started with
learning about trends in the field and then began to look at what the possibilities
were for us. We did a lot of work defining key criteria and then prioritizing the
possible service line changes. We even spent a day working on options of where
things might go, and how the campuses might best fit together.
The result of this work was a series of possible scenarios for a project, broken
down into multiple phases. In early January, we held a half day meeting to
review both the trends information and the scenarios, as they stood, inviting
in any and all board members as well as the full management staff. A room of
close to 80 people reviewed, discussed and asked questions. The end result was
a strong endorsement to continue to move the plans forward.
Additional research followed including financial feasibility and a capital
campaign assessment, and those results helped to inform the further work on
the project. Finally, it all came to a vote of the Jewish Home Family board in late
June and they enthusiastically endorsed our moving forward.
So what will this project entail? Our first priority will be an expansion of our
short-term rehabilitation service including a new rehab center, allowing us to
bring in the kind of equipment and services that folks need to truly heal and
recover. The new rehab center will give us room to have people practice life skills
that they will need when they get home, like showering and using their kitchens.
It will give us space to have folks practice walking (a critical skill) without having
to be in a public hallway. It will allow folks who have been discharged to come
back for outpatient services, continuing to work with the therapists they know
and trust. We’ll also be adding a real ambulance entrance, making it much more
dignified to enter and leave the Rockleigh campus, far different than the “through
the front door” experience we have today.

A survey done by Public Policy Polling found 17% of
Americans over age 65, or 6.8 million people, have
been taken advantage of financially through high
fees, inappropriate investments or outright fraud.
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A 23 year study (Levy, Slade, Kinkel & Kasl, 2002) shows
older adults who reported more positive self-perceptions
of aging, lived 7.5 years longer than those with more
negative self-perceptions on aging.

A September 2015 health policy brief from the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation estimates that
2/3 of individuals older than 65 will need some
form of long-term care for up to 3 years.

2015

Honor Your Loved Ones
Residents, families and members of the community are invited to celebrate
birthdays and simchas, or honor/remember loved ones by sponsoring either
a Shabbat or Yom Tov Kiddush ($150), or by dedicating a large print Holiday
Prayer Book ($36). For further information, contact the Development Office at
201-784-1414 x5538.

OUR PATRONS’

Special Dates
Marion & Curt de Jonge

Wedding Anniversary

Sep 7

Eva Lynn & Leo Gans

Wedding Anniversary

Sep 8

Jayne & David Petak

Wedding Anniversary

Sep 9

Orli Michelle Bruhim

Happy Birthday

Sep 10

Eva Holzer

In Memory of Erich Holzer

Sep 12

From there, we are moving on to renovating our resident care units at Rockleigh.
There is much research that has been done on the optimal setting for long-term
care. People’s skills—both cognitively and functionally—are demonstrably
improved when they live in a setting that is smaller, that is more like home,
which allows them, by its very size and nature, a higher degree of independence.
These small houses, or green houses, are making a difference for people all over
the country and all over the world. Our goal is to redevelop our current units,
creating household models that will enhance care and, more importantly, the
resident experience.

Louis Tekel

In Memory of Yvette Tekel

Sep 15

Rheba Golub

In Memory of Murray Golub

Sep 16

Curt de Jonge

Happy Birthday

Sep 24

Gayle & Mel Gerstein

Wedding Anniversary

Sep 28

Elaine Adler

In Memory of Myron Adler

Oct 4

Naomi Gansl

In Memory of Hyman Gansl

Oct 5

Elaine Adler

Happy Birthday

Oct 5

We have much work to do from here, finalizing plans, filing documents with the
town and beginning to think about funding and a capital campaign. It is an
involved process and one that we are working diligently to ensure
has the best possible outcome for our residents, our community
and the future of the Jewish Home Family.

Sharon & Michael Jaffin

Wedding Anniversary

Oct 7

Debbie Himmelfarb

Happy Birthday

Oct 7

All the best,

Jewish Home — Employee Recognition Honorees
Program Sponsored by the Bella & Martin Himmelfarb Endowment Fund

Kathleen Laserna
JHR Mar 2016

Maria Zaldivar
JHR May 2016

Dominique Poblete
JHR Apr 2016

Jill Petersen
JHR Jun 2016

Mark Lozada
JHR Jul 2016

Tali Sarah & Shyli Ruth Bruhim Happy Birthday

Oct 12

Laura & Doug Brown

Wedding Anniversary

Oct 21

Shirley Gralla

Happy Birthday

Oct 21

Helene & Bob Lapin

Wedding Anniversary

Oct 24

Beth & Rafael Levin

Wedding Anniversary

Nov 2

Ann Oster

Happy Birthday

Nov 2

Sherri Lippman

Happy Birthday

Nov 2

Sylvia & Stanley Shirvan

Wedding Anniversary

Nov 9

Barry Sprung

Happy Birthday

Nov 11

Harley & Eli Ungar

Wedding Anniversary

Nov 12

Myrna & Yale Block

Wedding Anniversary

Nov 13

Mindy & Barry Sprung

Wedding Anniversary

Nov 13

Eric Himmelfarb

Happy Birthday

Nov 16

Peggy Kabakow

In Memory of Ed Kabakow

Nov 19

Melodie & Ron Greenblatt

In Memory of
Burton & Anne Greenblatt

Nov 22

Patti Goldman

In Memory of
Rosslyn Luber Frankel

Nov 24

Judy & Joe Klyde

In Memory of
Anne & Mack Engelhardt

Nov 28

Builders of the World:
Master Builder
The Russell Berrie Foundation
The Kaplen Foundation

Designer
Marion & Albert Hess
Norman Seiden

Builder
Elaine Adler
Joan & Robert Hess
Eva Holzer
William Lippman
Henry & Marilyn Taub Foundation

Architect
Lucille J. Amster
Judy & Marc Joseph –
Amy Klette Newman Foundation
Norma & Sol D. Kugler
Lewis Family Trust –
Larry Levy, Trustee

Draftsman
Anonymous
Harley & Eli Ungar
Lynne & Marty Zaikov

Engineer
Lovey Beer
Michelle & Gary Bettman
Anita & Howard Blatt
Myrna & Yale Block
Englewood Hospital & Medical Center
Eleanor Epstein
Judy & Ary Freilich
Judy & Jonathan Furer
Gayle & Mel Gerstein
The Burton & Anne Greenblatt Fdtn
Debbie & Stuart Himmelfarb
Richard H. Holzer Memorial Fdtn
Henry & Elaine Kaufman Foundation
Arlene & Donald Kesselman

Sherri & Howard Lippman
The Martin Family
Maxine & Robert Peckar
Jayne & David Petak
Rampart Benefit Planning
Rachel & Michael Rimland
Cheryl & Mordecai Rosenberg
Donna & David Schweid
The Shapiro Family Foundation
The Sylvia & Stanley Shirvan Fdtn
Mindy & Barry Sprung
Valley National Bank
The Weiss Family Foundation
The Zaro Family

Planner
Anonymous
Gloria & Wilson Aboudi
Roberta Abrams
Tina & Ron Aroesty
Barnett Design, Inc.
Jane & George Bean
Barry Blecher
Janet & Bernard Bober
Judith & Robert Cook
Crestron Electronics
Cheryl & Edward Dauber
Rena Rosenberg & Roy Davidovitch
Marion & Curt de Jonge
Marvin Eiseman
Carl Epstein
Susan z”l & Jack Feiler
Esther & Warren Feldman
Eva Lynn & Leo Gans
Wendy & Richard Goldstein
Rheba Golub
Gralla Family Philanthropic Fund
Rosalind Green
Margie & Brett Harwood
Dorothy & Aaron Henschel

2016 BONEH OLAM ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM

HomeWell Senior Care
IPPC Pharmacy
Robin & Robert Jaffin
Eva & Howard Jakob
Miriam Kassel
Linda & Ilan Kaufthal
Stephanie & Barry Kissler
Lynne & Charles Klatskin
Judy & Joseph Klyde
Lee Langbaum
Lapin Family Foundation
Arlene & Howard Lemelson
Kathy & Richard Leventhal
Bernice & Herb Levetown
Beth & Rafael Levin
Lisa & Bruce Mactas
Pearl Ann Marco
Rita Merendino
Isabel Merians
Beth & Mark Metzger Foundation
Ana & Henoch Moher
Network Doctor
The Oster Family Foundation
Ilene & Howard Pakett
JoAnn Hassan & Martin Perlman
Pharmscript, LLC
Linda & Kalmon Post
Jill & Ronald Sedley
Diane & Mark Seiden
Pearl Seiden
Shapiro, Croland, Reiser,
Apfel & DiIorio, LLP
Carol & Alan Silberstein
Joan & Dan Silna
Marilyn & Leon Sokol
Jeanette & Seymour Spira
Elizabeth & Michael Sternlieb
Iris & Norbert Strauss
Lilo Thurnauer
VNA of Englewood

Tobi & Scott Weinstein
Barry Wien
Bertha Witt – Rubin Cohen Fdtn
Fran Ziegelheim

Apprentice
Debbie & Donald Aronson
Pearl & Michael Bergstein
Berit & Martin Bernstein
Gail & Gene Bokor
Laura & Douglas Brown
Susanne Brunell
Geri & David Cantor – Elayne Bross
Melanie & Jeff Cohen
Cornell Surgical Co.
Debbie & Ron Eisenberg
Carol Silver Elliott & Thomas Elliott
Nancy & Larry Epstein
Functional Pathways
Amie Gartenberg
Sandra & Arnold Gold
Amy & Jeffrey Goldsmith
Steven Morey Greenberg
Beth & Harvey Gross
Ronnie & Edward Grossmann
Gutterman & Musicant
Jewish Funeral Directors
Sunni & Jonathan Herman
Margi & Irwin Hirshberg
Viviana & Robert Holzer
Terri & Lawrence Katz
Donna & Glenn Kissler
Marie Adler-Kravecas & Saul Kravecas
Gail & David Lazarus
Lauren & Rick Levant
Naomi Levine
Cynthia & Stanley Low
Nina Kampler & Zvi Marans
Beth & Jay Nadel
Susan & Deane Penn

Ethel & Irving Plutzer Foundation
Precision Health
Sylvia & Robert Rachesky
Daniel Rubin
Nancy & David Sharp
Ava & Steven Silverstein
Nancy & David Simpson
Ellen & Lloyd Sokoloff
Cynthia & Abe Steinberger
Ellen Strahl
Roslyn Swire
Shelley & Ira Taub
Benay & Steven Taub
Louis Tekel
Zoya & Vitaly Volkov
Rona & Arthur Weinberg
Inge Wolff & Family

Novice
Nancy & Howard Brown
Eden Memorial Chapels – Frank Patti
Hon. David B. Follender
B. Foschino & Son Landscape
Susan & George Freed
Sharon & Kenneth Kaufmann
Dori & Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner
Leonard Mactas
Rabbis Paula Feldstein
& Jordan Millstein
Plante Moran
Nadine & Steve Posnansky
Sheila & Gabe Schlisser
Judy Schmutter
Martin A. Schwartz
Mona Streit
Veritiv Corp.
Karen & David Weiss
Martha Zilbert
Lori & David Zoll
As of August 8, 2016

“Happy is he who performs a good deed: for he may tip the scales for himself and the world” - Talmud: Kiddushin 40:2

Jewish Home Family Rolls Out Driver Assessment Program
Ezra Halevi, Director of Community Relations & Outreach, Jewish HomeFamily
Ilana Dallas, Director of Rehabilitation

JH Family Fetes Yale & Myrna Block
Melanie S. Cohen, CFRE, Executive Director, JH Fdtn

The Jewish Home Family has rolled out a
driver assessment program to help older
adults and their families maximize driver
safety.

On Sunday, October 9th, our community will gather together
for the Family’s annual Gala dinner to honor a very special
couple—dedicated supporters and leaders in our Jewish
community— Myrna and Yale Block. We are also excited to
welcome as our special guest- singer, songwriter, folk artist,
social and political activist —Peter Yarrow.

The program, located at the Jewish Home at
Rockleigh, consists of a battery of assessments
to measure reaction times, vision, range of
motion and cognition. The first stage takes
place with an occupational therapist and the
report can include recommending special
equipment to enhance safety.

This special evening will be marked with a commemorative
Journal, enabling the community to express their well wishes
to the Jewish Home Family and to Myrna and Yale, as well as
write any personal or business message. With your support,
proceeds of this Journal will be utilized to help sustain all of the
programs and services that the Jewish Home Family provides
to the elderly and their families.

The second stage of the assessment takes
place on the road, in a dual-control vehicle.
With the occupational therapist present, road
skills are assessed and a report compiled.

This is your opportunity to help the Jewish Home Family remain
an outstanding source for exceptional eldercare. For tickets and
Journal information, please go to www.jewishhomefamily.org.

If a driver is found to be unable to continue
driving, the Jewish Home will deal directly
with the physician, sparing family members
the friction resulting from their involvement.
Independence specialists will also offer
advice on all of the safe transportation options
available in our area.

“We know that more and more people want
to age in their homes, in the community,”
explains Jewish Home Family President
and CEO, Carol Silver Elliott. “Living in a
spread out world, getting around for those
at home can be complicated and people are
understandably reluctant to give up driving.
Yet we also know their skills may not be at a
level that allows them to drive safely. Offering
a professional, clinical driving assessment
allows us to help individuals, and their
families, know when it is time to stop driving
as well as whether there are ways we can help
folks continue to drive safely. It’s a natural
fit for us to offer this new service, using
our outstanding therapy staff to continue to
work with the older adults in our community
wherever they live.”
Those interested in learning more can go
to www.jewishhomefamily.org/driving,
call 201-518-1174, or email driving@
jewishhomefamily.org to schedule an
appointment.

SAVE THE DATE
Sunday, October 9, 2016

Annual Gala
HONORING

MYRNA & YALE BLOCK
Special Guest

Peter Yarrow
Renowned and inspirational
musician, folksinger & social activist,
who has entertained generations
of audiences since
Peter, Paul & Mary
RSVP to Molly Shulman
201-784-1414 Ext. 5539 or mshulman@jewishhomefamily.org
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Gallen Adult Day Health Care Center Upgrades
Robert Bardach, Assistant Vice President, Jewish Home Family
www.jewishhomefamily.org
Administration
201-750-4230
Business Office
201-750-4232
Volunteer Services
201-518-1175
Senior Haven
855-455-0555

As early as the 1970’s, the Jewish Home recognized
the need of older adults who were still able to reside
in their own homes but needed ancillary support,
services and socialization. We thus established the
first licensed Adult Day Health Care program in
New Jersey. The program first opened in Jersey
City, was later moved to the Jewish Home in River
Vale, and in 2002 moved to the newly opened Jewish
Home at Rockleigh.
Now part of the array of eldercare services offered
by the Jewish Home at Home, the Gallen Adult
Day Health Center provides seniors with door-todoor, round-trip transportation, kosher snacks and
hot lunch, nursing supervision and medication
administration, a social worker available to seniors
and their caregivers, as well as group activities
and entertainment programs during the course of
the day.
Most recently, the Gallen Center has undergone
a fabulous facelift. The Center added a canopied
outdoor area that enables outdoor gardening and
activities, or just some
relaxation. There is a
new entrance and lobby
furnishings that look and
feel like home—walls of
bright colors to enhance
the mood and spirits, cafélike hot lunch service that
enables participants to
see, smell and choose their
mid-day meal, as well
as an exciting upgraded
and expanded activity
program for seniors to
look forward to daily.
Seniors are welcome to
participate on a 3, 4 or 5
day-a-week schedule, and
the cost of the program

is covered by many long-term care policies. There
are grant funds available to qualified participants.
The Gallen Center is also an approved Veterans
administration program. For further information
about the Gallen Adult Day Health Care Center,
contact Devorah Sinensky at 201-750-4238 or
dsinensky@jewishhomefamily.org.

Development

201-750-4231

Main Number
Main Fax
Administration
Social Services
Admissions/Marketing/Tours
Recreation
Human Resources
Director of Nursing
Rehabilitation Services

201-784-1414
201-784-0006
201-750-4246
201-750-4243
201-750-4234
201-518-1171
201-750-4235
201-750-4242
201-750-4236

Main Number
Main Fax
Administration
Health Services
Business Office
Marketing & Sales

201-666-2370
201-664-7111
201-478-4260
201-478-4263
201-478-4261
201-478-4262

Aging Life Care Management
Gallen Adult Day Health Care
Safely@Home
@HomeCare

201-750-4247
201-750-4238
201-518-1175
201-750-3077

